The Current Economy And Its Impact On Restaurant Training
The following is based on a recent Q&A featuring John Alexander, board member for
CHART (the Council of Hotel and Restaurant Trainers) and National Restaurant
Associations’ director of sales for the Southeast region. Judy Asman, food industry
consultant, hosted the interview.

Introduction
Hello, and welcome to today‘s teleseminar on the impact of the current economy on
training.
I‘m Judy Asman, principal of Judy Asman Communication—an Orange County,
California-based restaurant marketing agency. I am hosting this call in partnership with
Restaurant Revolution (dot com).

Our guest today is John Alexander—a 35-year veteran of the hospitality industry and
board member for CHART— the Council of Hotel and Restaurant Trainers. Before
moving to a sales career with major food manufacturers, John spent 10 years working in
operations management roles in hotel and restaurant organizations.

He has worked for the National Restaurant Association Solutions as director of sales for
the Southeast Region, representing the ServSafe brands for the past seven years. John is
serving his second term on the Board of Directors of CHART—an organization that
empowers hospitality managers and owners with effective training solutions.

John will be speaking on the importance of maintaining a viable training program in an
economic downturn as well as offering helpful information on how to do so.

Welcome John!
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Describe CHART and its membership.

CHART is the oldest non-profit organization dedicated to the development of hospitality
training professionals. There are more than 700 members representing about 500
companies. CHART holds two conferences per year—one in the winter and one in the
summer. The Conference in Minneapolis in March had an attendance of about 170. It
was the 75th Semi-Annual Conference, quite a milestone. The summer conference will
take place in Washington D.C. at the brand new Gaylord National Hotel, which is an
amazing property.

It is my pleasure to represent CHART today and to share the results of a survey taken of
its members at the Minneapolis conference. The purpose of the survey was to capture
CHART members‘ sense of the impact of the current economy on training programs.

Perhaps a good place to start then would be the economy. Do you have any current
information on the economic outlook for the restaurant industry?

Every month the National Restaurant Association publishes a Restaurant Performance
Index, which measures the health and outlook of the industry. The outlook for the
restaurant industry continued to weaken in March and stood at 97.9, down 0.9% from
February and its lowest level on record.
―The March decline in the Restaurant Performance Index was the result of broad-based
declines in both the current situation and expectations indicators,‖ said Hudson Riehle,
senior vice president of Research and Information Services for the Association. ―Six out
of the eight indicators declined in March, signifying both a slowdown in current industry
performance as well as a weakening in the outlook for the industry in the months ahead.‖
―The soft economy continues to weigh on the minds of restaurant operators,‖ Riehle
added. ―Twenty-five percent of restaurant operators said the economy is the number-one
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challenge facing their business, followed by food costs (22%), building-and-maintaining
sales volume (16%) and recruiting-and-retaining employees (14%).‖

Many other news reports also support challenging times ahead for the restaurant industry
and the overall economy, in general.

What information did CHART learn from the survey that was conducted at the
Minneapolis Conference?

Seventy-seven percent of attendees said their restaurant and hotel companies are
experiencing belt tightening such as budget cutbacks and expense scrutiny. About 60%
said that their training departments have been somewhat to significantly affected by the
cutbacks.

The casual dining segment appears to be the hardest hit, as 60% of those affected were
from casual dining establishments. The squeeze is showing up in several ways: hiring
freezes for training departments or new staff requests not being approved, support for
field training decreasing, lowered standards at new store openings, and reduction in
training budgets. Training departments are being asked to do more with less as there is
less money to spend on external training programs, and more training programs are being
developed internally with less staff.
CHART‘s position is companies should use caution when it comes to simply cutting
training to curtail expenses. Curt Archambault, CHART‘s president and a regional
training manager for Jack in the Box, said, ―Now is the time to inject new life in your
brand and your service through training, not cut training programs. Savvy operators
realize the connection between engaged employees, delighted guests, and operational
performance. Trainers are at the core of hiring and creating engaged employees.‖
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What risks are restaurants facing by cutting back on training at this time?

Several risks come to mind and together they create a vicious cycle:


Less knowledgeable staff



Lower standards



Decline in customer satisfaction levels



Drop in guest counts, due to dissatisfaction



Negative work-of-mouth / rumors in the community



Poorly trained staff places great demands on the producers



High performing employees quit



Difficult to find good replacements, especially if they are not provided proper
training



Revenue drops



Further cutbacks take place

The opposite is the classic ―Service / Profit Chain‖ in which well-trained and engaged
employees deliver outstanding service. Customers enjoy the experience and become loyal
customers—and positively recommend the restaurant to others, sales increase, profits
increase.

What other negative repercussions come from reducing or eliminating training?
A tremendous concern would be an erosion of the company‘s culture. Employees care
less, confusion takes over. Turnover is bound to increase in both the employee and
management ranks. The economic challenges naturally put a tremendous strain on an
organization. This is when it needs to stand true to its culture, not abandon it.
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Have you seen examples of companies drawing on the strength of their culture to
help keep them afloat?

One company that places a great deal of emphasis on creating a positive connection
between management and staff is Cattleman‘s Restaurants in California. Kelly Ames,
Cattleman‘s director of training, has described events that the entire staff has come to
enjoy including an annual whitewater rafting trip. As with many companies, a tightening
budget has made it impossible for the company to foot the bill for that trip this year. At
the same time, they‘ve clearly shared revenue and expense figures with staff. As a result,
several restaurants have made their own arrangements for similar, scaled down trips or
other ―bonding‖ events. That‘s a great example of the culture running deep.

Do you have examples of ways that training professionals addressed reductions in
their budgets?
Dina Berta of Nation’s Restaurant News wrote an article for the April 7 issue on the
economic pinch. On the topic of trainers justifying their programs and contributing to top
line and bottom line results, she quoted Archambault as saying, ―Everyone should be
looking at their curriculum and ensuring that their programs out there are necessary—
training programs should be driving business results. We need to be cognizant of the
financial picture of our organizations and be contributing numbers to that.‖
I‘ve spoken to some trainers who feel they‘ve been fortunate to be holding steady on their
budget. They are very aware that reductions could take place with 2009 budgets. So they
are proactively reviewing all of their programs to determine if they have merit, are
delivering results, and helping to either build sales or improve the customer experience.
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Other options include evaluating the structure of programs and asking the following
questions:


Is this program still relevant?



Does everyone need to go through this program?



What is the desired result of this program?



Is there a more effective way to deliver this training and, perhaps, get better
results?



Are we measuring the results of our training programs?

Solid trainers are questioning everything and considering the needs of the business.
―Nice to have‖ programs may be history.

What are others saying about training in tough economic times?
I‘ve read articles by two highly respected professionals in the past few weeks on this
area, written by Jim Sullivan and Bob Pike.
Jim Sullivan wrote in the March 31, 2008 issue of Nation’s Restaurant News
―Preparation is the key to surviving in tough times.‖ He suggests sharing your plans with
your team, stating, ―You owe your managers and crew clarity, courage and conviction in
these challenging times. Define what success looks like in 2008 for your concept or
brand.‖
In addition, Sullivan wrote, ―Here are five things the team need to hear from you: Where
are we now? Where are we going? How are we going to get there? What do you want me
to do? What‘s in it for me when I do?‖
Sullivan also believes turnover amplifies problems. He wrote, ―Perhaps the best
investment a company can make in its managers—through good times or bad—is to give
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them insights into how to better master the art of time management and teach them
strategies that will help them organize their priorities. Stress is the father of turnover.‖
He goes on to say, ―Build a team focused on attracting developing and retaining talent.
Unity of purpose and teamwork—―Out of many, one‖—is a hallmark for companies that
succeed in tough times. Retain good people, and a multitude of problems disappear.
Bob Pike, a well-known trainer, wrote an article entitled ―Learn from the weather.
Prepare for the season we call ‗Corporate Winter.‘‖ In it he wrote:
―One way to shore up against corporate bad weather is to make your influence felt high in
the organization before rough times reach you. Communicate regularly with the
supervisors of the people you train. Tell them what you‘re doing and how students are
responding. Ask for their input. Suggest programs they may not have considered. Give
them ideas to better prepare their participants to get the most out of the training. Work
with them to develop application contracts and action plans with their participants so that
the managers gain real value in their own minds every time they send someone to your
training programs.‖
Further, he wrote, ―Management-level people, in hard times, are often forced to think
strictly in terms of dollars. Have you calculated the value of the training you provide, in
terms of productivity, reduced turnover, or lowered rates of injury? These are only three
of a dozen metrics that can be used to demonstrate real value. Learn how to have a pain
conversation with managers. Often they are so busy they don‘t focus either on the real
pains that are plaguing their departments—or the very real costs attached to those pains.
Help them focus on that and suddenly training becomes an investment with a measurable
return! Don‘t wait for bad weather to build that dike. Often times, if trainers aren‘t
prepared to prove it, their services are considered an expense, not an asset.‖
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How much does attitude contribute to weathering tough economic times?
Attitude can make all of the difference. It‘s often how we look at a situation that
determines how we act—or react—to it.
David Hottle, a contributor on the social networking site FohBoh, wrote a blog, ―Create
Your Own Reality.‖ He used a couple of examples where a person discovered that they
were capable of doing much more than they expected simply by changing their attitude.
He wrote, ―The limits we set for ourselves exist in our own minds. Sometimes, if we let
our hearts do the talking and believe in our ability to overcome past perceptions, we can
create another reality.‖ When it comes to approaching difficult economic times,
controlling our emotions, making a plan, and staying calm can make all the difference in
how we ―ride the wave‖—and make a huge difference in the way that our team operates
as well.
One of the best speakers that I‘ve ever heard is Joel Weldon. I first heard one of his
presentations about 15 years ago. A recession was taking place and when asked about it,
Joel said, ―I chose to not participate.‖ His point is that we can take on the ―burden‖ of this
difficult time and cave in by listening to all of the negative news, or we can choose to
―Thrive, not just survive.‖ Joel has a great DVD entitled ―Coyote Power.‖ He says, ―The
Coyote is proof that adaptability, teamwork and courage are the keys to overcoming all
obstacles…and to being unstoppable!‖
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What other suggestions would you have for preparing for the next year in the
restaurant business?

Several ideas come to mind:


Staffing –
o Get rid of the deadwood, they will drag down your star performers. As Jim
Sullivan says, ―Hire slow, fire fast‖
o Train your managers to interview properly and selectively
o Consider using outside firms to screen job candidates—some companies
are finding this is driving retention



Training programs –
o Conduct a needs analysis on all of your training programs. Determine to
purpose of each program. If it‘s not meeting a measurable need – scrap it
or update it
o Provide pinpoint training—not every employee needs to be in every class
o Don‘t eliminate people skills training. Learn how to build internal and
external customer relationships may be the key to survival in the next few
years
o Develop a culture of raining—offer programs that deliver an ROI. Get
buy-in from upper management. Make training fun, but timely and useful
o Offer a balance between high-tech and high-touch. Can some compliance
training be delivered electronically?
o Streamline content – consider using companies such as ―podTraining‖
(http://www.podtraining.us) to get to the heart of your training program
and serve it up in a way that connects with your staff



Maintain standards
o Now is not the time to be ―penny wise and pound foolish‖—Give the
customers good value with every meal. Maintain staffing levels—nothing
drives customers away faster than slow service
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o Engage your staff—ask for their suggestions on how to improve the
efficiency of the operation. They know—and are willing to contribute—if
you just ask for their help, be up front and fair with them and let them
share in the rewards. They may have the exact idea that you need to build
sales or control costs.
Some restaurants won‘t make it over the next year or two. Being prepared, delivering
great service—in your training programs, in your everyday execution, and in the way that
you treat your staff will ultimately be the mark of restaurants that thrive, rather than just
survive.

Conclusion

Thank you, John. This has been an informative and inspirational conversation. And thank
you listeners for tuning in. To listen to this call again or encourage others to do so, you
may visit any of the following Web sites:
 www.CHART.org
 www.JudyAsman.com
 www.RestaurantRevolution.com

On these sites, we will have additional information you can download and review. If you
are a member of the media and would like to schedule an interview with John for more
information on the impact of the current economy on hospitality training, please contact
Lisa Marovec at 312-405-2634.
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